The Adventures of... 

**Sheriff Meatball!**

Help these tasty foods save the day!
Sheriff Meatball awoke with a start, his eyes bulging with morning drowsiness. He slowly slumped out of bed and put on his police uniform. Then he brushed down the mucky taste of morning breath. Sheriff Meatball was awakened by the tongue-wetting smell of waffles.
Sheriff Meatball drifted into the kitchen, and sniffed his way to the table. There waiting for him were two plump, juicy waffles steaming butter vapor into Sheriff Meatball's nose. He breathed and looked up to see an angry Ms. Meatball!
"You're late." Ms. Meatball said disgustedly.
"I'll leave now." Sheriff Meatball gurgled while spitting bits of waffles everywhere. He stood up, and walked out of the door. Leaving Ms. Meatball wiping off bits of spit and waffles.
Chapter Two

As Sheriff Meatball walked down the street, he heard a sudden scream. He skidded to a stop and listened, another scream came from the right of Sheriff Meatball. He turned and looked toward the bridge that was a mile away. His eyes widened as he saw a lady dangling off it!
When the team got to the scene, they stood in shock to see what was on the bridge...
The Hotdog Bandit! The team quickly sprung into action. Noodle-r00 stretched his body and wrapped around the lady dangling from the bridge.
Sheriff Meatball knew what to do... he called the team. First, Noodle-noo, then the "Frielts" (French-fries that are triplets) They all answered and zoomed to Sheriff Meatball in a quick flash They all nodded, then ran to the scene.
The Frilets blocked every exit of the bridge. Sheriff Meatball ran up to the evil hotdog bandit. The hotdog bandit sneered, Sheriff Meatball jumped into action and took a big swing! Thats when the hotdog bandit fell off the bridge!
Finally, everyone was safely on the ground. The petrified lady thanked the team and scurried off. The team was glad they had stopped the hot dog bandit, but knew... this was just the beginning.